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Intro

When I go camping there are a lot of mosquitos. We have hot apple cider in the 
mornings to avoid most mosquitoes. When I first drink it, it burns my tongue. I 
want to drink it quickly, but I don’t know how to cool the cider. That’s why I thought 
this would be interesting to translate into real life.



My Investigation

What can I do to cool my cider quickly when I’m camping?



Research Source 1-  What types of metals conduct heat the best? 

Work Cited:
Name of website: Industrial Metal Supply

Date Accessed- January 2, 2022

Address: https://www.industrialmetalsupply.com/blog/best-metals-conducting-heat

What I learned: Copper and Aluminum are some of the best metals to conduct heat while Stainless Steel is one of the
worst. Iron is in the middle.

How is this useful? This is useful because the metals that conduct more heat will absorb more heat from a hot liquid.
They will transfer that heat into the air.

https://www.industrialmetalsupply.com/blog/best-metals-conducting-heat


Research Source 2- How do you use metals to cool down a warm drink?   

Work Cited:
Name of website Lifehacker 

Date Accessed-  January 2, 2022

Address:  https://lifehacker.com/two-easy-ways-to-quickly-cool-down-a-hot-drink-1792447828

What I learned: You can dip a spoon in the warm drink and let it heat up. When it is hot you can take it out and let it cool. 
This will help cool the drink down quickly because it releases the heat into the air.

How is this useful? When exposed to air, metals will release heat which decreases the temperature of the metal.

https://lifehacker.com/two-easy-ways-to-quickly-cool-down-a-hot-drink-1792447828


Research Source 3- How can heat transfer? 

Work Cited:
Name of website University of Wisconsin Stevens Point

Date Accessed- January 3, 2022

Address: https://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/KEEP/nres633/Pages/Unit2/Section-B-Energy-Transfer.aspx

What I learned: There are 3 ways for heat to transfer. They are convection, conduction, and radiation.

How is this useful? It’s useful because the heat might be transferring in different ways. We want to figure out the best
way to cool a cup of hot cider.

https://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/KEEP/nres633/Pages/Unit2/Section-B-Energy-Transfer.aspx


Before I do my experiment

My Question: 
What can I do to cool my cider quickly when I’m camping?

Independent variable: 

I will try different ways to get the heat out of the liquid

Dependent variable: 

I will measure the temperature of the cider every minute for 15 minutes with a 
thermometer

Control:

Letting the cider cool by itself



My Hypothesis

If I want to cool my cider the fastest

Then dipping a spoon in and out will cool the cider the fastest

Because it will transfer energy to the spoon and if you keep on cooling the spoon, 
it will take more energy from the liquid.



My Experiment

Materials:

● Digital meat thermometer
● 1 cup of tap water
● 8 Stainless Steel spoons
● 2 mugs
● An electric kettle to boil the water
● A plastic funnel
● A cast iron skillet
● Two 8 AWG THHN copper wires 25.4cm
● Locking pliers
● Stopwatch
● Measuring cup



My Procedure      We repeated steps 1-3 for each of the tests

Step 1: We boiled 1 cup of tap water in the electric kettle

Step 2: We poured the boiling water into a mug  with a thermometer in it and waited for the temperature to
settle (10 seconds) before starting the timer

Step 3: We recorded the temperature every minute for 15 minutes

Step 4: Control - we just let it sit

Step 5: Wires - we connected the copper wires to the cast iron skillet using the locked pliers

Step 6: 1 spoon - we put the spoon in the water for the first 30 second of every minute and took it out, and
tried to cool the spoon by waving it and blowing on it

Step 7: Switching spoons - we put a spoon in for a minute then rotated the spoon out for a new spoon

Step 8: Mug pouring - we poured the water from mug to the other using the funnel and back



Observations 

Date: January 8, 2022

Time: 1 pm

Qualitative: I noticed that the spoons got really warm quickly as did the

mugs and the funnel

Quantitative: table on next page



My Results: 



Results



Results 

At the beginning of each test the temperature went down very quickly. They then 
started slowing down later in the test. Something interesting happened though. 
Even though they started slowing down it never stayed the same for 1 minute. 



Conclusion

Pouring one mug into another and back was the fastest way to cool it down. 
Before I conducted my experiment, I thought that dipping in a spoon and then 
cooling it off was the fastest way to cool hot cider. For every one, but when we 
switched mugs, was after 2 minutes was 78ºC. When we switched mugs the 
temperature was 66ºC after 2 minutes. This is because when I switched mugs the 
mugs and the funnel took some heat away using conduction. It took more heat 
away because there were more objects so unlike the other ones it would cool 
faster.


